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Abstract	
In	the	Vehicle‐to‐grid	(V2G)	network,	to	achieve	user	privacy	protection	during	charging	
and	 discharging	 of	 electric	 vehicles,	 anonymous	 identity	 authentication	 of	 electric	
vehicle	users	is	required.	The	existing	anonymous	identity	authentication	and	session	
key	 negotiation	 schemes	 cannot	 effectively	 resist	 malicious	 attacks	 such	 as	
impersonation	and	offline	password	guessing,	which	exposes	the	user's	living	habits	and	
even	the	privacy	of	the	user's	location	and	personal	identity.	Aiming	at	the	problems,	a	
lightweight,	 dynamic	 anonymous	 user	 identity	 authentication	 and	 session	 key	
negotiation	 scheme	 for	 V2G	 networks	 are	 proposed.	 The	 Identity	 authentication	
information	 includes	 two	 parts:	 biological	 characteristics	 and	 dynamic	 identity	
information.	A	fuzzy	extractor	is	used	to	extract	user	biological	characteristics,	and	the	
identity	 ID	and	 random	numbers	are	hashed	 to	generate	pseudonyms	 in	anonymous	
authentication.	 Use	 a	 third‐party	 key	 to	 encrypt	 the	 pseudonym	 and	 the	 current	
timestamp	to	generate	a	dynamic	anonymous	user	identity.	These	two	parts	complete	
the	 user's	 dynamic	 anonymous	 user	 identity	 authentication	 together.	 The	 key	
agreement	process	is	designed.	The	security	of	the	scheme	are	proved	in	theory	which	
can	resist	malicious	attacks	such	as	impersonation	and	offline	password	guessing,	and	
can	 also	 ensure	 the	 security	 of	 mutual	 identity	 authentication	 and	 session	 key	
agreement	 of	 participants.	 Examples	 analysis	 shows	 that	 the	 scheme	 has	 lower	
computational	overhead	and	higher	 security,	and	 can	be	deployed	 in	 the	actual	V2G	
network	environment.	
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1. Introduction	

V2G technology [1] can realize the two-way interaction and energy exchange between electric 
vehicles (EVs) and the grid under controlled conditions. According to the demand response 
strategy, on the premise of satisfying the normal driving demand of the EV, the surplus electric 
energy can be controlled and fed back to the power grid in two directions [2]. This method can 
not only play the role of "peak cutting and valley filling" for the power grid, but also bring 
additional benefits to EV users [3]. 
As an important application of the distribution end of the smart grid, EVs have exposed their 
private data information to unauthorized persons when users exchange information with the 
grid in both directions. For example, user name, grid service provider, account ID, EV identity, 
EV location, metering and charging data, user permission data, battery status, etc [4]. In the 
future, electric vehicles may become mainstream models, and charging piles will also appear in 
large numbers in various types of parking lots. At that time, a large number of EVs will be 
connected to the grid through charging piles, and their charging or discharging will have a huge 
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impact on the grid.So the privacy protection of electric vehicles is indispensable when large-
scale electric vehicles respond to grid needs in seconds. 
Researchers have conducted a lot of research on the privacy leakage of identity authentication 
in V2G networks, and have proposed different solutions. These solutions can be roughly divided 
into the following two categories. 
The first category belongs to the static anonymous identity authentication scheme, that is, the 
real identity is protected by generating a pseudonym during the identity authentication process, 
but the pseudonym will not be updated in time with time, but always uses the same pseudonym. 
In 2011, Yang et al. [5] proposed a secure connection architecture using blind signature 
technology to achieve privacy protection. However, this scheme suffers from the key escrow 
problem inherent in identity-based public key encryption. In 2013, Nicanfar et al. [6] proposed 
a robust privacy protection authentication scheme that generates pseudonyms through system 
parameters and is used to protect privacy issues such as the location of EVs. In 2016, Chang and 
Le [7] proposed a smart card-based flexible authentication protocol for wireless sensor 
networks. However, in this anonymous authentication scheme, the EV always uses the same 
pseudonym and is vulnerable to session specific information leakage and offline password 
guessing attacks [8]. Turkanović et al. [9] designed an efficient authentication scheme, but the 
scheme uses a pseudonym generated by random numbers unchanged, which is susceptible to 
offline password guessing attack and impersonationattack, but their scheme does not preserve 
untraceability.Zhang et al. [10] designed an authentication protocol using only lightweight 
encryption primitives. This agreement can protect users' privacy, but cannot guarantee users' 
anonymity. In 2015, Abdallah [11] and others proposed a lightweight security and privacy 
protection protocol for V2G networks. In this protocol, electric vehicles protect user privacy by 
generating pseudo-identities. The grid can solve the problem of electric vehicle identity 
authentication by confirming the confidentiality and integrity of the information exchanged 
with electric vehicles during charging and discharging.In 2015, Wang et al. [12] proposed a 
privacy protection scheme using bilinear pairing and restricted partial blind signatures. 
However, bilinear pairing has higher computational overhead, which increases the operating 
burden of the V2G network system.In 2018, Chuang et al. [13] divided continuous identity 
authentication protocols into the user-to-device model and device-to-device model, and 
proposed a lightweight continuous identity authentication protocol that uses token technology 
and IoT device dynamics.  
The second type belongs to the dynamic identity authentication scheme, that is, the pseudonym 
is converted into a dynamic identity during the identity authentication process to protect the 
user's real identity. The dynamic identity will be updated in time with the change of time, and 
the attacker cannot judge the true identity by the dynamic identity.In 2017, Abdallah and Shen 
[14] studied the lightweight key agreement and EV identity authentication protocol for 
V2Gnetworks, and proposed a lightweight and secure V2G privacy protection connection 
scheme.The scheme uses AKARI-2 (a lightweight pseudo-random number generator) to 
generate pseudonyms and symmetric keys, and each EV periodically changes its ID to obtain 
more anonymity.This scheme guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of the information 
exchanged during the charging process and overcomes the authentication problem of EVs, but 
the protocol only provides some informal security analysis.Shen et al. [15] proposed a practical 
and lightweight authentication protocol for V2Gnetworks in the Social Internet of Things.  
We propose a lightweight, dynamic anonymous user identity authentication and session key 
agreement scheme for V2G networks. Our scheme uses real-time or random (ROR) models [16] 
and Burrows-Abadi-Needham (BAN) logic [17] to verify the security of session keys and mutual 
authentication, and we also conducted informal Analysis shows that the proposed protocol can 
resist different types of attacks. 
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2. Methodology	

2.1. Threat	Model	
In the identity authentication scheme in this paper, the widely accepted "Dolev-Yao (DY) threat 
model" [18] is used to analyze protocol security. Under the DY model, a malicious attacker can 
delete, insert, modify, or eavesdrop on messages transmitted over the Internet. Therefore, 
endpoint entities (IoT sensor nodes and users) cannot usually be trusted. We also consider the 
CK adversary model [19], which is a more powerful threat model and is regarded as the current 
de facto standard model when modeling key exchange protocols [20]. Under this model, the 
attacker can not only use all the functions under the DY model, but also destroy the security 
information such as session state, private key, and session key. Therefore, the key exchange 
protocol should ensure that in the case of short-term secret leakage, the impact on the security 
of the session key established between the V2G network entities in the authenticated key 
exchange protocol should be minimal [21]. 
We also follow the hypothetical scheme described by Amin et al. [22]. Legal users registered in 
the password-based user authentication protocol always use the words in the opponent's 
available dictionary as the password and identity A. In addition, guessing the secret key and 
random number in polynomial time is also computationally infeasible because they are high-
entropy entities. 

2.2. One‐way	Hash	Function	
The one-way Hash function[23] is a Hash function that works in one direction. It is easy to 
calculate the Hash value from the pre-mapped value, but it is difficult to generate a pre-mapped 
value such that its Hash value is equal to a special value. The design of encrypted one-way hash 
functions makes them highly sensitive to small disturbances in the input string.The pseudonym 
generation is used in identity authentication in this topic. 

2.3. Fuzzy	Extractor	
The fuzzy extractor [24] is a technique for extracting data from a user's biometrics into a 
uniformly distributed random number required by a real cryptosystem. The fuzzy extractor can 
convert the noisy random source into a uniform random and accurately regenerated character 
string, which can be applied in the cryptosystem. It is based on the probability generation 
algorithm and the determination reproduction algorithm (Gen and Rep), respectively. 
Gen is a "probabilistic algorithm". After receiving the input biometric information BIOi, Gen(∙) 
will output a random bit string bi, which is called the biometric secret key and public 
reproduction parameter τi, such as Gen(BIOi) = (τi, bi).Rep is a "deterministic algorithm". With 
the help of the common reproduction parameter τi, Rep (∙) is based on the criterion that the 
Hamming distance between the original biometric information BIOi and the current biometric 
information BIOi' does not exceed the fault tolerance threshold t to restore the original 
biometric key bi. Such as Rep(BIOi',τi)=bi. 
Cheon etal. gave an estimate of the fault tolerance threshold [25] as follows. If the Hamming 
distance between the original biometric BIOi and the current biometric BIOi' is HD and the 
number of digits in the input string is b, then t = HD/b.This topic is used to extract biometrics 
in identity authentication. 

3. V2G	System	Design	

3.1. V2G	System	Construction	
The V2G network contains four entities: (1) EV, (2) charging pile (CP), (3) aggregator (AGT), (4) 
Grid Control Center. As shown in Figure 1. 
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The EV sends the EV's identity, battery status, billing measurement data, user authority data, 
and other information to the charging pile. The AGT collects the data in the charging pile and 
verifies it, and forwards it to the smart grid after verification. At the same time, it is responsible 
for downloading the dispatching control instructions of the power grid control center, and the 
power grid can analyze the existing data and adopt a reasonable price when powering the EV. 
 

 
Figure	1.	V2G network structure 

3.2. V2G	System	Model	
The charging pile is just a link between EV and AGT. The design can ignore the charging pile to 
simplify the system model. Reference [26] proposes the following system model. Our system 
model is mainly composed of four entities: (1) Vehicle owner (EVO), (2) EV, (3) Aggregator 
(AGT), (4) Trusted third party (TTP), as shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure	2.	V2G system model 

4. Design	of	User	Identity	Authentication	and	Session	Key	Agreement	

The author of this paper studied the privacy-protected identity authentication and key 
agreement protocol in [15] and found that the protocol scheme only uses one-way hash 
function and bitwise exclusive-OR(XOR) operation. However, [27] pointed out that the protocol 
in [15] cannot withstand impersonation, privileged-insider, and offline password guessing 
attacks, and cannot guarantee secure mutual identity authentication, session key security, and 
perfect forward secrecy. In view of the above problems, this paper improves the literature [15]. 
By using the system model in Section 3.2, it provides a lightweight anonymous user 
authentication scheme that can withstand malicious attacks such as impersonation and offline 
password guessing for V2G networks.  
To ensure resilience to replay attacks, current timestamps are utilized. It is assumed that the 
clocks of all involved entities are synchronized. This is a typical assumption (for example, the 
scheme proposed in [7] [28]). The protocol includes five phases: (1) EV user registration stage 
(2) EV user login stage (3) anonymous user identity authentication (4) session key negotiation 
process (5) session key confirmation and biometric update. 
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4.1. User	Identity	Authentication	Design	
The dynamic anonymous user registration process is shown in Figure 3, through the hashing 
and concatenation operation, the identity identifier and random number are generated 
pseudonyms, and the trusted third-party key LTS is used to encrypt the pseudonym and the 
current timestamp to generate the dynamic identity of the user.EVOi must register its EV on 
TTP before it can access V2G services. In this solution, TTP is stateless for registered users.  
 

 
Figure	3.	Dynamic anonymous user registration process 

 
The registered EVOi can use the smart card and biometric technology issued by TTP to access 
the V2G service. The login process is shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure	4.	Anonymous user login process 

 
The identity authentication process is shown in Figure 5. 

Electric vehicle owner (EVOi)                                            

Input IDi

Selected ri, FPAi

Compute RIDi = h(IDi || ri)

{RIDi, FPAi}

Store RIDi, FPAi in secure database
Retrieve DeviceList corresponding to RIDi

Compute LTKi = h(LTS⊕RIDi)
Set tr = TScurrent

Compute EIDi = E[RIDi, tr]LTS

Issue smart card Vi = {EIDi, LTKi, DeviceList}

{Vi}

Select PWi, imprint BIOi

Compute bi, τi = Gen(BIOi)
IPBi = h(PWi  || h(IDi || bi)) 
ri

* = ri⊕h(IDi || h(PWi || bi))
Insert τi, IPBi, ri

* into Vi

EIDi
* = EIDi⊕h(IDi || ri || PWi || bi)

LTKi
* = LTKi⊕h(ri || IDi || bi || PWi)

DeviceList* = DeviceList⊕h(PWi || ri || IDi || bi)
Replace EIDi with EIDi

*, LTKi with LTKi
*, 

DeviceList with DeviceList* in Vi

Trusted third party (TTP)

Electric vehicle owner (EVOi)                                            

Input IDi, PWi

Imprint BIOi

Compute bi = Rep(BIOi, τi)
IPBi' = h(PWi || h(IDi || bi))
Checks if IPBi = IPBi'

Smart card owner (Smart card)
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Figure	5.	Identity authentication process 

4.2. Session	Key	Agreement	Design	
The key agreement process is shown in Figure 6. Biometrics will be updated at this stage to 
protect user privacy and resist various attacks. 
 

 
Figure	6.	Session key negotiation process 

Electric vehicle owner (EVOi)                                            

Compute ri = ri
*⊕h(IDi || h(PWi || bi))

EIDi = EIDi
*⊕h(IDi || ri || PWi || bi)

LTKi = LTKi
*⊕h(ri || IDi || bi || PWi)

DeviceList = DeviceList*⊕h(PWi || ri || IDi || bi) 
Set t1 = TScurrent

Select IDj from DeviceList
Compute EIDj = E[IDj, t1]LTKi

Msg1 = {EIDi, EIDj, t1}

Msg1

Set tr = TScurrent

Checks if |tr - t1|≤Δt
Compute (RIDi, x) = D[EIDi]LTS

Compute LTKi = h(LTS⊕RIDi)
(IDj, t1') = D[EIDj]LTKi

Checks if t1' = t1

Set x' = tr

Compute EIDi' = E[RIDi, x']LTS

Select ki

Compute Xi = h(tr || ki), 
Auth = h(LTKi || Xi || RIDi)
Compute
D1 = E[EIDi', IDj, DeviceList]LTKi

D2 = E[Auth, D1, tr]LTKj

LTKj = Lookup(IDj)
Msg2 = {D2, tr}

Msg2

The aggregator(AGT)
Set t2 = TScurrent

Checks if |t2 – tr|≤Δt
(Auth, D1, tr') = D[D2]LTkj

Checks if tr' = tr

Select ka

Trusted third party (TTP)

The aggregator (AGT)

Compute D3= E[ka, t2]Auth

K = h(Auth || ka)
cert = h(K || t2 || D1)
Msg3 = {D1, D3, cert, t2}

Msg3

Checks if |t3 – t2|≤Δt
Compute
(EIDi', Xi, IDj, DeviceList) = D[D1]LTKi

Auth = h(LTKi || Xi || RIDi)
(ka, t2') = D[D3]Auth

Checks if t2' = t2

EIDi
* = EIDi'⊕h(IDi || ri || PWi || bi)

DeviceList* = DeviceList⊕h(PWi || ri || IDi || bi)
Compute K' = h(Auth || ka)
If (h(K' || t2 || D1) = cert)
Store K' (=K) as session key

Electric vehicle owner (EVOi)
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5. Security	Analysis	

5.1. ROR	Model‐based	Formal	Security	Analysis	
In this section, we evaluate the security robustness using both formal and informal security 
analysis in this section. First, we prove that the proposed scheme provides session key security 
under the popular ROR model [16] and mutual authentication using BAN logic proof [17]. In 
addition, the informal (non-mathematical) security analysis also reveals that the proposed 
protocol is secure against other various attacks. 
ROR model: Using the ROR model, we prove that the proposed protocol satisfies the “session 
key security (SK-security)”. The main participants involved in the process of protocol 
registration, login, authentication, and key agreement are: user EVOi, trusted third party TTP, 
and aggregator AGT. In the proposed protocol, EVOi, TTP or AGT is considered as an instance 
(Pt). Because TTP is credible, 　 cannot make a query of TTP damage. All communicating 
entities including 　 can access a collision resistant hash function h(·). h(·) is modeled as a 
random oracle, say Hash. 
Security Proof: "the size of password dictionary is generally much constrained in the sense that 
the users will not use the whole space of passwords, but rather a small space of the allowed 
characters space" [29], Zipf's law [30] is used for formal security analysis to prove the session 
key security of the proposed protocol. 
Theorem 1: If AKM

AAdv  is the advantage function of adversary 　 in breaking the SK-security of 
the proposed authentication key management (AKM) protocol, then qh, qs and |Hash| are "the 
number of Hash queries, the number of queries sent, the scope space of the hash function", l is 
the number of digits present in the EVOi biometric key bi, C' and s' represent Zipf parameters 
[29], we have  

,
'

2
AKM sh s
A s l

'q q
Adv 2max q

| Hash | 2
C
   


 
  

Proof 1: We follow a similar proof of this theorem given in [29]. We need to define a sequence 
of four games, namely Gj(j=0,1,2,3). An event is defined in which " can correctly guess the 

random bit c in the game Gj", and its success probability is defined by jG

ASucc . In addition, "　　's 

advantage in winning the game Gj" is defined by [ ]j

j

GAKM
A,G ArPAdv Succ＝ . 

Game G0: This is the initial game, the actual attack performed by 　 against the protocol we 
proposed in the ROR model. Since bit c is randomly selected at the beginning of G0, we get: 
 

| 2 1 |
0

AKM AKM
A A,GAdv Adv                                                                        (1) 

 
Game G1: Corresponding to the eavesdropping attack performed by 　, use execute query [16], 
and intercept all communication messages Msg1={EIDi, EIDj,t1}, Msg2={D2,tr} during the 
authentication phase of the scheme. After the game is over, 　 can perform Reveal and Test 
queries to verify whether the session key K=h(Auth||ka) is a real session key or a random 
session key. Among them, Auth= h(LTKi||Xi||RIDi), Xi= h(tr||ki), LTKi, RIDi and ki cannot be 
obtained by eavesdropping on the messages Msg1 and Msg2. Therefore, the winning probability 
of the game G1 does not increase. Since the games G0 and G1 areindistinguishable, we have: 
 

1 0

AKM AKM
A,G A,GAdv = Adv                                                                            (2) 
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Game G2: Compared with game G1, this game adds a simulation of hash query and models it as 
an “active attack”. In the message Msg1, RIDi and RIDj are protected by h(⋅); in the message Msg2, 
Auth is protected by h(⋅). Due to the collision resistance of h(⋅), deriving IDi and IDj from 
intercepted EIDi and EIDj, and deriving LTKi and Xi from intercepted D2 are not computationally 
feasible. It is worth noting that in the proposed scheme, all messages Msg1, Msg2, etc. are 
constructed in such a manner that all are dynamic in nature andno hash collision occurs. In 
addition to the simulation of the hash query contained in game G2, games G1 and G2 are difficult 
to distinguish, so we have: 
 

| |
21 2

2
AKM AKM h
A,G A,G

q
Adv Adv

| Hash |
                                                                (3) 

 
Game G3: Simulated 　 to execute a game that damages the smart card Vi and the aggregator 
AGT. Therefore,  will have credentials {EIDi*,LTKi*,IPBi*,DeviceList*,ri*,τi} and {IDj, LTKj}. 　 
cannot obtain the unknown numbers IDi, PWi and bi, it becomes a ‘computationally difficult 
problem for 　 to guess password PWi of EVOi correctly’. The probability that opponent 　 
guesses the 1-bit biometric key bi is about 1/2l [31]. It is worth noting that when there is no 
password/biometric guessing attack, the games G2 and G3 are the same. Therefore, using the 
Zipf password law [30], we have the following result: 
 

| | ,
'

2 3

AKM AKM ' s s
A,G A,G s l

q
Adv Adv max C q

2
   


 


                                                        (4) 

 
As all games are executed, after the test query, only the guess bit c remains to win the game. So 
follow: 
 

1

23

AKM
A,GAdv                                                                             (5) 

 
From equations (1), (2), (5), we can get: 
 

1 1 1
| | | | | |

2 2 20 1 1 3

AKM AKM AKM AKM AKM
A A,G A,G A,G A,GAdv Adv Adv Adv Adv                                      (6) 

 
From equations (3), (4), (6), we can get: 
 

1
| |

2

| |

| |

,
2 2

1 3

1 2 2 3

1 2 2 3

'

AKM AKM AKM
A A,G A,G

AKM AKM AKM AKM
A,G A,G A,G A,G

AKM AKM AKM AKM
A,G A,G A,G A,G

2
' sh s

s l

Adv Adv Adv

Adv Adv Adv Adv

Adv Adv Adv Adv

q q
max C q

Hash

 

   

   

    
 

                                                 (7) 

 
Multiply both sides of (7) by 2, so the following result: 

,
'

2
AKM sh s
A s l

'q q
Adv 2max q

| Hash | 2
C
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5.2. Mutual	Authentication	Through	BAN	Logic	
We implement widely recognized BAN logic [17] to verify the safe mutual authentication of the 
proposed protocol between EVi and AGTj. Following the meaning of the logical symbols in [17], 
we have: 
From the fact that K = h(Auth ||ka), we get the following results: 
 

| K
i i jEV EV AGT                                                          (Goal G1) 

 
Using the fact that K=h(Auth ||ka), we have: 
 

| K
j i jAGT EV AGT                                        (Goal G1) 

 
Therefore, the protocol proposed by the targets G1 and G2 can ensure the safe mutual 
authentication between EVi and AGTj. 

6. Results	and	Discussion	

6.1. Functional	Comparison	
In this paper, one-way hash operation is used for calculation, which occupies less computing 
resources and has a faster calculation speed. Symmetric encryption has lower computational 
overhead in the process of encryption and decryption. This section compares with the features 
[12], [14], [15], and [27] in terms of functional characteristics and calculation costs. 
 

Table	1.	Comparison of functions and features 
 [12] [14] [15] [27] Our 

Impersonation Attack           
Replay Attack           

Man-in-the-middle attack           
Safe mutual authentication           

Offline password guessing Attack — —       
Ephemeral Secret Leakage           

ROR model security analysis           
AGT simulated attack           

 
As shown in Table 1, we compared the proposed protocol with the protocol [12], [14], [15], and 
[27] functional characteristics, and found that the protocol [12], [14], [15], and [27] cannot 
guarantee secure mutual authentication and prevent some common attacks. 
By improving the authentication and key agreement algorithm in [15], the protocol proposed 
in this paper only uses symmetric encryption, one-way hash function, and bitwise exclusive-
OR(XOR) operation to achieve the legal identity of bidirectional authentication participants. It 
effectively defends against various common malicious attacks and provides higher security and 
more functional features. 
Compared with the other four protocol schemes, the protocol proposed in this paper does not 
need to store specific user information on the gateway node, optimizes the steps of identity 
authentication and key agreement, and reduces the space for storing information and complex 
operations. 
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6.2. Computational	Costs	Comparison	
As shown in Table 2, the calculation costs of the client (user) and server (AGT) during the 
execution of the relevant protocol are listed. Based on the experimental results of [32] and [33], 
the time required to perform Th (one-way hash function) is approximately 0.0005s, and the 
time required to perform Tm (modular exponentiation) is approximately 0.063075s. The time 
required to perform Tecc (elliptic curve point multiplication operation) is approximately 
0.072311s, and the time required to perform Tfe (fuzzy extractor function) is approximately 
0.063075s. The bitwise exclusive-OR(XOR) operation is not included in this analysis because it 
is different from other operations (Tm, Tecc, Tfe and Th) are negligible compared. 
 

Table	2.	Calculation cost of each agreement 
Program Client Server Total time 

[12] 4Tecc+3Tm 2Tecc+1Tm 6Tecc+4Tm≈0.686166s 
[14] Algebraic operation Algebraic operation ≈0.01518s 
[15] 6Th 5Th 11Th≈0.0055s 
[27] Tfe+11Th 5Th Tfe+16Th≈0.071075s 
Our Tfe+9Th 2Th Tfe+11Th≈0.068575s 

 
It can be observed that the scheme proposed in this paper not only has less total computational 
cost than the protocols in [12] and [27], but also realizes the protection of user privacy in less 
time and has extremely high security. Protocol [14] cannot prevent ESL attack, security analysis 
under the ROR model, smart device (AGT) simulation attack; protocol [15] can only prevent 
replay attack, and the algorithm has very low security performance. Compared with protocols 
[14] and [15], the calculation cost of this scheme is slightly higher, but the functional 
characteristics of the scheme proposed in this paper have been significantly improved, which 
can prevent impersonation attack, replay attack, man-in-the-middle attack, offline password 
guessing attack, and ESL attack, Intelligent equipment (AGT) simulation attack, ensuring safe 
mutual authentication and security analysis under the ROR model, the program security has 
been significantly improved. 
Therefore, the lightweight V2G network anonymous user dynamic identity authentication and 
session key negotiation scheme proposed in this paper can achieve two-way authentication of 
participant identities, and has lower computational overhead and higher algorithm security, 
which can be effectively applied to practical In a V2G network environment. 

7. Conclusion	

In this article, we propose a more secure dynamic identity authentication and key agreement 
scheme to achieve privacy protection for users and devices. The BAN logic proves that the 
protocol guarantees secure mutual authentication between EVi and AGTj, and the formal 
security analysis of the ROR model proves that the protocol provides K security. Informal 
security analysis shows that the protocol effectively prevents a series of attacks such as 
impersonation attack, replay attack, offline guessing attack, and ESL attack. Performance 
analysis and security show that our protocol is more efficient and more secure, which makes it 
both applicable and feasible in a resource-constrained V2G network environment. 
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